
 
      

Hi All ~ I am so excited so many of you will be with us on tonight! and even if you 
cannot physically make that time, I will make sure you get the Post Call Goodies.  
Mercury Retrograde is a good time to pause, pull-back & review our thought 
patterns, way of thinking, ideas, concepts & perceptions. My thing about 
working with the planetary cycles is: do what is supported. Periodic down-time or 
regular reboots often become necessary, and quite useful when you honor them 
without denial or resistance.  
     

This particular one happens 3-4 times per year, which I also believe is fair. 
Pulling back periodically is healthy and refreshing. If you think clearing the clutter 
in your home, office or car is uplifting & rejuvenating, just imagine clearing your 
over-active, ego-driven, ever-embellishing *MIND* from the collection (of data) 
that it gathers (and tries to process) throughout the course of a year. It's a great 
practice to get into and one of the rewards is to never have to apologize for a 
Mercury Retro again ; -)) just honor it and look for the *magic*! 
    

I also did a little digging (for repeated patterns) and it looks like 2010 was the last 
year we had the same ALL EARTH retrogrades that we are experiencing this year, 
2016. Can you remember ideas, thought patterns or personal concepts, that were 
just beginning to take root in 2010 or when your way of thinking changed in 
any fundamental ways? Things to ponder ... 
Mercury Retro thru ELEMENTS Over Next Few Years + Keywords to Consider: 
(2016)  
EARTH ~ Stability/Endurance/Practical/Form/Tangible Results/Building/Outer Realms 
(2017) EARTH/FIRE 
(2018)  
FIRE ~ Creativity/Courageous/Passion/Enthusiasm/Impulsiveness/Transformation 
(2019) FIRE/WATER 
(2019)  
WATER ~ Emotions/Feelings/Flow/Vibrations/Depth/Intuition/Surrender/Inner Realms 
(2020) WATER/AIR 
(2021)  
AIR ~ Information (large amounts) / Ideas / Talking / Processing / Expression / Voice  
(2022) AIR/EARTH 
    
I'm looking forward to connecting with you ; -) 
Blessings & Gratitude, 
Kelly  


